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Bfa dungeon loot
Updated: 4 weeks ago Article ID: 2664 Common problems Killed the boss but couldn't robPomo didn't give me a catch WOW CLASSIC WoW Classic unspoilt items aren't sent to your inbox. Objects that are not looted remain in the body until they are desperate. Resetting the deposit causes the bodies to despawn, and
all un-viewed objects are lost. Customer Support does not return unadected items. Shadowlands Postman sends a catch to your mailbox from: InstancesWorld BossesOne-time only treasure chests The postmaster doesn't send the following catch to your in-game mail: Quest items left in bodies in the outside worldBind is
Equip items from fishing, herbalism or mining for full bags If you think you've experienced a bug, send a ticket to help. Sign in to send feedback. Everything you need to know about mythic plus dungeon: Keystones, mafia mortgages and tactics, and prizes and catches. BfA Mythic plus what new No gear allowed. The
bonus roll can be used at the end of the dungeon. Seasonal mortgages are added. This is one extra to attach weekly at each Keystone level of 10 and above. The distribution of mortgages is changed as follows: Tyranny or Confirmed are now the primary and take place at each Keystone level 2. Keystone levels 4-7 have
the same fastenings as before. The season fixation is displayed at Keystone level 10. Mythical Plus basics Most of the dungeons have several known levels of difficulty: normal, heroic and mythical. The legion expansion brought us a special combination of challenging space in the time-drive and as evidence of a basic
scenario whose difficulty level increased but added a new component – mortgages. Unlike previous experiments, appropriate equipment may be obtained here; its quantity and product level depend on the player's mythical Keystone level and the time required to complete the dungeon. All this makes this space close to
an unadsisted resource to catch the desired catch. We have different levels of difficulty. Weekly mortgages, the number of which depends on the degree of difficulty; Time-drive; Equipment fees. The player must be inside the mythical dungeon to activate this mode. There's a power font at the entrance that requires a
concrete-tinted keystone. The target's tool tip shows the level of the dungeon and this week's mortgages. A player can get Keystone by killing bosses in the usual mythical dungeons or prey on a weekly chest in your capital (note that such a Keystone is one or two levels lower than the highest mythical + dungeon you
made the week before). Once the mythical+ dungeon is completed, Keystone will change its level from -1 to +3. The required dungeon usually also changes because the object is born once again, but is still small stay the same. Same. Rules A player cannot change abilities or specialization after activating Keystone, but
can always leave the dungeon to do so. If a party wants to invite such a person to a dungeon activated with the help of wizards, it should be noted that it takes two challenges – one to get a player inside the dungeon and the other to get him into the group position. There is no way to invite new party members into an
activated dungeon, even to replace those who have left for some reason. The resurrection of battles works in the same way as in raids. All players with such ability have a common cooling to it. At the very beginning, there is only one charge ready for use. The second will be available only ten minutes later. The cooling
time is also ten minutes. To complete the dungeon, the party has to kill all the bosses and the reported number of crowds. Every dungeon has its time limits. If the group passes the dungeon within the requested time (+1), Keystone will receive one additional level and the catch will have one more item. The system
resembles challenge modes in previous expansion spaces where the bronze is +1, silver is +2 and the gold is +3. Unfortunately, until Keystone +10, there is not much difference between levels. If the team doesn't finish the knockout in time, Keystone loses one level. Mooring markings are additional abilities to enemies
that a group can run into in a dungeon. These abilities can cause changes in mechanics or increased power of enemies. The higher certain knockout levels, the more fasteners the group gets. There can be four active mortgages at a time, three of them change every week, while seasonal ones remain much longer. The
first fixation takes place in the first Keystone that the player receives, and this is a Tyrannical or Fortified fixture. Tyrannical Boss enemies have 40% more health and cause up to 15% more damage. Considering that the future damage and health of each creature in the dungeon increases regardless of what the dungeon
level, this attachment can turn regular battles with bosses into two or even three minutes of action. In addition, some abilities begin to deal with very large damages, and this can lead to wiping out unprotected groups of players. It is advisable to decide in advance who will use personal or group protection skills. It is also
advisable to maximize the health limit in order to avoid single image deaths. 40% more health and cause up to 30% more damage. Avoid pulling multiple packs of crowds at the same time by performing high-level mythical + dungeons. It is better to have a plan to use mass stunnings and interruptions on concrete targets.
Also, do not be shy about helping the container kite for mobs (freezing, slowing down, etc.). Sanguine when he was killed, non-boss Leave behind a lingering ichor pool that improves its allies by 5% of their health per second, while players are damaged by 15% in their maximum health every second. This ability can
accumulate, so it is very dangerous to stay in one place with several bodies. If there are ingeniths in the crowd, try to delay your interruptions and knock on your skills until some creatures die, so it is possible to drive the rest out of the pool. If the group does not have these skills, the tank can get off the line of sight with
the help of walls, corners and other obstacles. This causes the crowds to follow him and leave dangerous places as a result. In the volcanic Battle, enemies periodically threw flames, each of which begins to harm players with 50% total health within two seconds of appearing and within a two-meter radius. Such
volcanoes erupt either close to a party member or right under his feet. Each enemy throws one volcano once in about 10 seconds. Note that this ability only affects distant players, so if the whole group gathers in a melee zone, there will be no volcanoes at all. But also remember that even if everyone stays close to the
boss and the crowds spawn from a distance in battle, the volcano immediately appears. From time to time, all players in the dungeon get a Quake effect covering a five-meter range, causing 20% of the player's maximum health for the player and all close allies after 2.5 seconds. It also interrupts casting spells and locks
spells for three seconds. Players should disperse when this fixture is active, especially melee groups. Confirmation When any non-boss enemy dies, its death cry gives its allies a Bolster buff at a distance of 30 meters, increasing their maximum health and damage by 20%. What to do with this ability: Try to avoid huge
crowds, especially if there is a big difference in the number of health scores for packing creatures. If all enemies have the same number of health points and your team is able to finish them all together, there's nothing to be afraid of, don't worry. Never try to pull the additions together with the boss when this attachment is
active. While this ability only deals with crowds, the boss also gets a buff in battle. If the group is stuck and experiencing problems, try to smooth out their health. But if there are still overbrown enemies, both the tank and the curler must be ready to use protective skills. The whole group can reduce incoming damage by
using stuns (most other steering skills may not work with highly coerced enemies). Players can also kite crowds if they have slowing abilities. Necrotic Melee attacks by all successful enemies apply debuff Necrotic Rot to targeted party which reduces healing and absorption by 2%. It also damage over time. It lasts 9
seconds and can be renewed. It stacks every successful attack. Debuff, however, fades when the player leaves the fight. Try to avoid fighting with several enemies, not get a huge number of debuff stacks. Consciously use AoE stuns to allow the tank to get rid of all the debuff stacks without kitting - there must be a ninesecond break in receiving melee damage. Use the kite strategy from time to time. While exhausting battles with bosses, damage dealers should sometimes trade the boss for themselves to help the tank. Talents such as The Force of Nature can also be very useful. Raging All non-bosses and their added enemies in the
dungeon will be outraged by 30% of the health left, and they will deal with 100% more damage until won. Save stuns until the end of the concrete battle up to each horde of crowds so you have a chance to beat them while controlling them. This could save someone's life. Druids and hunters can eliminate this effect. Skit
All enemies, including bosses, begin to behave quite strangely: they pay much less attention to the threat posed by tanks. This fastener is especially dangerous for damage dealers, as it is now much easier to get an agro. Try to organize every fight in the best possible way. Select the primary item so that the container
can align it. As a result, the party has far fewer risks. Hunter's ability to diversion and Rogue's ability To throw the tricks of the deal into the tank are highly recommended. More non-boss enemies are present throughout the dungeon. Please note that each package can have overlapping packaging as well as completely
unexpected enemies. It is important to remember that as the number of enemies has increased in the dungeon, the number of crowds needed has also increased. That means the party gets less than 1% of every enemy that's been defeated. Explosive This fastener is difficult to handle. In battle, enemies occasionally call
explosive specimens near them. These orchids have a small number of health points and begin to create a stable ability as soon as they appear. It will explode and cause significant damage to the entire group over an area of 60 meters if it is not destroyed. Exploding orbit avoids all damage caused by AoE abilities. They
count as ordinary enemies and can be looted to get some class bonuses if there are any. The player cannot use macros to snap samples — you must do this manually. The number of health points and damage depends on Keystone's level. The more enemies the party fights, the more stallions spawn, so don't pull big
packets of crowds. Grievous This fastening deals mostly with healing. When players in health below 90%, they automatically get a Grievous Wound debuff that deals with lesions equivalent to 2% maximum health in three seconds. This effect can accumulate up to 5 times, but disappear as soon as the target is more than
90% of health. The effect deals with physical damage. The blessing of conservation and ice block abilities can eliminate this effect. It is important to give the formulaor time to heal all the members of the group after each fight and let them get Mana back, otherwise the party can face a lot of extra and unnecessary
problems. Outbreak When killed, non-boss enemies explode, leaving all players with Burst debuff and suffering 5% in their maximum health every 2 seconds. This effect stacks, which means that killing several enemies at the same time can be fatal. Avoid winning many crowds at once. Don't forget to let the offender go.
They need this to keep everyone safe. This is Magic and so different immune skills can remove stacks and prevent more casting. Seasonal Affix This fastener is only present at Keystone level 10 and above and becomes new every raiding season. Right now, Infested Affix is active, but that changes as soon as Patch 8.1
comes out. Infested. Some non-boss enemies may be contaminated. The contaminated crowd heals its allies at a distance of 8 meters and gives birth to two parasites when it dies. They are weak in health, but move very quickly. These parasites try to reach the nearest non-boss creature and infect it. If there are no
similar crowds, they will automatically attack the players. Contaminated crowds can be controlled as well as parasites. There are two ways to deal with such crowds: to control them; the others in the herd must be driven away and killed. Pull the whole pack, kill the contaminated crowd, use stunnings and slowing abilities
with parasites and kill them as quickly as possible. Patch 8.1 is coming, which means that the period fixation will change. The only thing known about the new fastener is its title - Repair. The common proposals are as follows: certain crowds can set the aura for their allies, reflecting 75% of the damage to players. Anyone
who needs an aura shouldn't reflect the damage. Mythical plus dungeon Atal'Dazar is located in Zuldazar, coordinates 43.6, 39.4. Kings' Rest is located in Zuldazar, coordinates 37.9, 39.5. MOTHERLODE!! located in Zuldazar, Herd Coordinates 56.1, 59.9; Alliance coordinates 39.3, 71.4. Underrot is located in Nazmir,
coordinates 51.9 65.8. Sethraliss Temple is located in Vol'dun, coordinates 51.9, 25.1. Freehold is located in Tiragarde Sound, coordinates 84.7, 78.7. The siege of boragardus is located in Tiragarde Sound, herd coordinates 88.3, 51; Alliance coordinates 72.5, 23.6. Tol Dagor is located on the island of Tol Dagor in
Tiragarde Sound, coordinates 99.1, 47.3. Storm Sanctuary is located in stormsong valley, coordinates 78.8, 26.6. Waycrest Manor is located in Drustvar, coordinates 33.7, 12.7. Strategy tips Categories Rogue – Hide Veil, Pick Lock, Disappear, Sap, Blind, Shadow Curtain and Abilities. Sorcerer – – Healthstone, Demonic
Gateway, Soulstone, Shadowfury, Fear, Banishment, Binge Magic. Hunter – Tortoise's perspective, primitive rage, tar trap, concussion shot, freezing trap, intimidation, spirit shock. Priest – Power term: Strength, mass loss, magic dissipation, Force snail: Barrier, mind control mage – Time warp, Polymorph, Arcane
Intellect, slowing down abilities to frosty magjalles such as Blizzard, Ice Block, Invisibility, Spellsteal. Death Knight – Death Grip, Gorefiend's Grasp, slowing abilities such as Chains of Ice. Demon Hunter – Sigil of Misery, Chaos Nova, Darkness, Netherwalk, Imprison, Consume Magic, Spectral Sight. Monk – Foot sweep,

Ring of Peace, Paralysis. Warrior – Battle Cry, Storm Bolt, Rally Call, Capture, Shockwave, Casting. Paladin – Hammer of Justice, Healing, Blessing of Sacrifice, Aura Mastery, Divine Shield, Guardian Blessing, Hands Hands, Blessing of Liberty and Revenge Paladin Buffs: A Greater Blessing of Wisdom and Greater
Blessing of Kings. Shaman – Capacitor Totem, Hex, Thunderstorm (elemental specialization), Spirit Link Totem (Restoration Specialization), Earth Binding Totem, Cleaning and Reincarnation. Druid – Rooting, Typhoon, Ursol Vortex (Restoration Druids), Mighty Bash, Soothe. Breed bonuses Arcane Torrent – Blood Ant's
racial ability. Eliminates one beneficial effect of all enemies within a radius of 8 meters and returns 3% of Mana. It's very useful in a BfA dungeon. War Stomp – Tauren's racial ability. Stuns up to 5 bogeys within 8 meters for 2 seconds. This is an extra AoE stun, quite short but effective. Shadowmeld – Night stained racial
ability. This ability is very useful when it is necessary to avoid crowds or survive when the whole group dies. Verdict of Light – Light draenei racial ability. Very useful skill because it causes a huge amount of damage to the packaging. Loot Level Item level at dungeon 0 340 2 345 3 350 4 350 5 355 6 355 7 360 8 365 9
365 10 370 Players will receive three items if they complete a time drive in a dungeon. Players get two items if they can't do it. It makes sense to perform the knockouts at Keystones level 11 and higher as there is a 40% chance of getting an extra target. Level Number of items Chances of receiving an additional item (in
percentages) 11 3 40 12 3 80 13 4 20 14 4 60 15 5 0 16 5 40 17 5 80 18 6 20 19 6 60 If the time-driving conditions do not material, players will receive one less target. Weekly breast players receive the item as a reward for the previous offensive week. The target level depends on the highest level dungeon you have
completed this week. Patch 8.1 releases allow you to get currency to buy Azerite Armor. Level ilvl inside Weeknth 0 350 2 350 3 355 4 360 5 365 6 365 7 370 8 375 9 375 10 380 Mounts Mounts can fall except +0 mythical dungeons. Crawg Harness Falls From Unbound Abomination Underrot Sharkbait's Favorite
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